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Chase Banning - Senior Spotlight 

What is your full name? Chase Williams Banning 

When is your birthday? May 7th, 2002 

Do you have a memory of a favorite birthday? Marshall Hopper fell into 

my creek. 

Who are your parents and siblings? My parents are Shawn and April 

Banning, and my sisters are Bailey and Blair 

What is your favorite thing to do with your family? Playing Uno 

Name an accomplishment you are proud of? Getting my college paid for from a scholarship. 

When I was young, I saw myself as…a leader. 

What are your plans after high school? I plan to attend Lakeland for 2 years to get my associates in Ag Business 

and Supply and then transfer to SIU to get my bachelor’s. 

What is your favorite Elementary School memory? Derrick Ballinger threw up a Hot Dog on my leg. 

What is your favorite Junior High School memory? My favorite memory from Junior high was every time I was in 

Coach hackers class. 

What is your favorite High School memory? My favorite memory was when Sammy Painter knocked out the 

power with a basketball. 

What will you miss the most after you graduate from High School? My friends 

If you could travel anywhere in the world where would you go? Why? I would go to California and I would take 

my motorcycles because they’ve got some pretty awesome tracks. 

What are your hobbies? I like to hunt, fish, work, ride dirt bikes, play baseball, and basketball. 



 
How do you want the Class of 2020 to be remembered? I want us to be remembered as the class that was so 

smart that we didn’t have to finish. 

What is one thing COVID -19 (Coronavirus) has taught you? Covid taught me that pandemics like this can 

actually happen; you don’t just see it in movies it can be a real thing if we’re not careful. 

 


